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My dear Constituents of Subang,

The first six months of 2021 have been strange, bewildering 
and overall sad for Malaysia. For the last two months, we have 
been hit very hard by the pandemic and there seems to be no 
near end in sight.

The Emergency proclamation in January, ostensibly to fight 
COVID-19 has now been proven to be a complete political 
sham. Malaysia is the only country in the world where after 
Emergency has been declared (together with the suspension 
of Parliament), the pandemic situation has actually worsened 
instead of improving. 

This inability to contain the pandemic is the result of an 
incompetent and anti-democratic government that is weak in 
leadership and poor in policy planning.  

Foreword 
by Wong Chen
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I get no joy in criticising the PN government but it is now as clear as day that without the checks and 
balances provided by parliament, their incompetency will only grow to the detriment of Malaysians from 
the pandemic.

However, this newsletter is not so much about politics; for that you can follow me on my active social 
media posts. This newsletter is basically a report card of sorts of what my office and I have been doing in 
the last six months. 

Do bear in mind that our activities are largely to focus on legislation, policy-making and budget/fiscal 
responsibilities. We are not a community centric office like ADUNS or councillors. My role as a Member 
of Parliament is to focus on national policy issues and in certain circumstances deal with international 
matters and engage in diplomacy.

Also do bear in mind that since the Sheraton Move in March 2020, our community budget has been 
completely slashed by 97% by the PN government. We also receive no federal allocation for our office 
expenses, putting tremendous pressure on my personal finances. These severe austerity pressures have 
affected our ability to financially aid our constituents and as such our default mode is to focus on research 
and policy-making. 
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Parliamentary Duties

Despite Parliament being suspended since 
the Emergency, there are a few notable new 
developments for me. In January, I was re-assigned 
to the Parliament Special Select Committee on 
Finance and Economy, and was elected by the MPs 
in the committee, to be the Deputy Chairman. Yang 
Berhormat Dato’ Sri Hasan bin Arifin (P091 Rompin) 
is the Chairman. 

I have been selected to become a member of the 
Working Group on Science and Technology for the 
Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU). This is a working 
group of 20 international MPs and I am one of four 
MPs representing the region of Asia-Pacific. I also 
represented Parliament Malaysia in June for the  
12th ASEAN Inter-Parliamentary Assembly (AIPA) 
Caucus Meeting on the topic of “Strengthening Supply 
Chain Resilience And Enhancing Trade Connectivity”. 

Diplomatic Duties

I had several physical and virtual meetings with 
ambassadors and diplomats based in Kuala Lumpur. 
In particular I met up with ambassadors and 
diplomats from Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, Brazil, 
EU, Germany, Norway, Russia, Singapore, South 
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan and the UK.

I am one of the five founders of SEAC (South East 
Asia Community). SEAC is a vision for an alternative 
regional community based on universal principles of 
democracy. My fellow founders include:

(a) Sam Rainsy, Leader of the Opposition, Cambodia; 
(b) Kasit Piromya, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs,  
      Thailand; 
(c) Mu Sochua, Former Minister of Women &  
       Verterens’ Affairs, Cambodia; and 
(d) Emil Kirjas, Former Foreign Affairs State 
       Secretary, North Macedonia. 

My role is to lead on issues regarding economics and 
regional trade. This ongoing project started in January 
and currently, my office is running the secretariat of 
the same. I also continue my work and engagement 
with ASEAN Parliament for Human Rights (APHR) 
and have issued several press comments regarding 
human rights and climate change in the region.
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Community Affairs

On the community front, despite the lack of funds 
and distancing challenges from the pandemic, my 
office has continued our contactless welfare aid 
program that we started last year. In the first six 
month of this year, we delivered targeted welfare 
aid to nearly 300 families in Subang. Details of our 
other community programs are provided in this 
newsletter.  

Thank Yous

I wish to thank the following people; YB Ng Sze 
Han, YB Michelle Ng, MBSJ mayor and councillors, 
and all the community leaders for their best efforts 
during these very challenging times. I want to thank 
my officers, Alethea, Ivan and Bala. Bala is our new 
officer and I warmly welcome him to the P104 
family. I also want to thank my volunteers headed 
by Mr. Leong, for their dedication and continued 
support to our office.  

Lastly, I urge all to register for vaccination despite 
the inoculation setbacks. Mass vaccination will 
help to slow down the spread of the pandemic. 
Vaccination will also significantly reduce the 
severity of health complications from the virus. On 
my part, I will continue to push for improvements 
in the vaccination program through constructive 
engagements with the minister. Do continue to 
wear mask, sanitise and practice social distancing. 
Stay home and stay safe.   

Yours sincerely, 
Wong Chen
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Parliamentary Sitting

With the Proclamation of Emergency in Malaysia, 
the Prime Minister suspended Parliament for 
the whole duration of the Emergency, which is 
expected to end in August 2021. Recently, the Yang 
Di-Pertuan Agong has expressed that Parliament 
should be reconvened as soon as possible.

At the time of writing, the Speakers of both the 
House of Representatives and the Senate have 
released a statement indicating Parliament’s 
preparedness to reconvene, albeit in a hybrid 
manner without committing to a date. 

Special Select Committee on Finance 
and Economy

In January 2021, Wong Chen was reassigned 
to the Special Select Committee on Finance 
and Economy and nominated as its Deputy 
Chairperson. The select committee met once 
before the suspension of Parliament. 

ASEAN Inter-Parliamentary Assembly 
(AIPA)

On 16 June 2021, Wong Chen represented 
Parliament Malaysia at the 12th ASEAN Inter-
Parliamentary Assembly (AIPA) Caucus Meeting 
on the topic of “Strengthening Supply Chain 
Resilience And Enhancing Trade Connectivity”. 
The virtual event was hosted by Singapore 
Parliament and involved nine ASEAN countries. 
Myanmar’s military junta sent observers to the 
event.

Wong Chen brought to attention the economic 
challenges of ASEAN amidst the pandemic and 
the political turmoils the region is facing. He urged  
that ASEAN earnestly explore the idea of 
establishing a common legislative structure 
based on universal rights, as ignoring ongoing 
authoritarianism will risk the region’s economic 
and trade reputation. He argued that legislators 
should continue to urge their respective 
governments for socio-political reforms that 
will better prepare the region for the future. He 
concluded that when the citizens of ASEAN are 
free and prosperous, only then will connectivity 
and trade in the region be truly resilient.

Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) Working 
Group on Science & Technology

The Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) Working 
Group on Science and Technology is a working 
group of 20 international MPs and Wong Chen 
is one of four MPs representing the region of 
Asia-Pacific. This group was established by the 
IPU Governing Bodies to serve as the global 
parliamentary focal point for issues related to 
science and technology and their impact on 
humanity.

The Group’s role is to inspire global parliamentary 
action through legislative work in the field of 
science and technology and to contribute to the 
implementation of the science and technology 
component of the IPU Strategy by focusing on 
ethics and on combating the inequalities and 
discrimination that hinder universal access to 
science and technology. The IPU is the global 
organisation of national parliaments promoting 
peace, democracy and sustainable development.
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Parliamentary Duties
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Diplomatic Duties 
Diplomatic Meetings

ARGENTINA

CUBA

BRAZIL

EUROPEAN UNION

COLOMBIA

GERMANY

H.E. Manuel José
Balaguer Salas

H.E. Florentino 
Batista Gonzalez 

Mario Costelo 

H.E. Gunn Roset H.E. Naiyl M. 
Latypov

H.E. Andrea 
Reichlin

Mr.  Loy Hui Chien

H.E. David 
Malcomson

H.E. Dag 
Juhlin-Dannfelt

Representative 
Anne Hung         

H.E. Charles Hay        

H.E. Ary Norton de 
Murat Quintella

H.E. Mauricio 
González López

H.E. Dr. Peter 
Blomeyer

NORWAY RUSSIA SINGAPORE

SOUTH AFRICA SWEDEN SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN UNITED KINGDOM

For the past six months, Wong Chen continued to engage with ambassadors and foreign dignitaries from 
various countries. 
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South East Asian Community (SEAC)

Born out of the frustration over the inaction of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) on many 
regional crises and authoritarian regimes, five former and current Members of Parliament from the region 
and abroad came together to initiate an alternative vision to the current ineffective system of ASEAN. The 
founders include:

(a) Sam Rainsy, Leader of the Opposition, Cambodia
(b) Kasit Piromya, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Thailand
(c) Mu Sochua, Former Minister of Women and Veterans’ Affairs, Cambodia
(d) Emil Kirjas, Former Foreign Affairs State Secretary, North Macedonia
(e) Wong Chen, Member of Parliament, Malaysia

Due to ASEAN’s continued inaction over the atrocities faced by the people of Myanmar, the group released 
a press statement in a joint press conference on 17 March 2021 condemning the killings and urged ASEAN 
to revisit its non-interference policy amidst such inhumane acts. This was followed by another joint press 
conference three weeks later to pressure ASEAN to intervene, end the violence in Myanmar, open dialogues 
with regional leaders on the issue, and to send humanitarian assistance immediately.

Having pursued the above and after many discussions with various prominent leaders in the region, the 
South East Asian Community (SEAC) was launched on 12 May 2021 with support from the following leaders:
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SEAC continues to engage with various potential stakeholders to endorse SEAC’s mission to create a more 
connected regional community based on universal values.
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Community 
& Welfare Updates

Subang Contactless Welfare Assistance

The constituency of P104 Subang has approximately 
150,000 voters and is home to more than 
318,000 people. With such a high density under 
one constituency, the office of P104 Subang is  
constantly under pressure to serve and fulfil the 
needs of all our constituents. However, with the 
continued denial of the community budget by the PN 
government, our office had to reduce our financial 
efforts to help the poor in Subang. Nevertheless, 
the office has managed to maximise the welfare 
programme to reach as many B40 families struggling 
during the pandemic by directly allocating all the 
funds from the state government and private donors 
towards this programme.

Our Subang Contactless Welfare Assistance initiative 
is based on our verified database and deployed by 
our self-designed contactless delivery system. Each 
processed and verified household received RM200 
worth of cash vouchers (either Giant or 99 Speedmart) 
to put food on their table.

State Allocation
Children Teenagers Senior CitizensAdults

1% Chronic Illness Patient

Vulnerable 
Families

Single
Parent

Persons with Disabilities
& Senior Citizens

Young Adults

Private Donation

FUNDS

GENDER - DISAGGREGATION

RM 50,000

60%
24%

15%

RM 10,000

DEPENDENTS SUPPORTED

292

184 170

419

156

61% of the recipients are female and 
21% are single mothers

CATEGORIES

As appeals for aid continue to pour in during 
the extended MCO period, we hope to achieve 
the following objectives and outcomes with this 
programme:

• provide temporary relief to the B40 families who 
are struggling to put food on the table during 
these trying times; and

• provide the beneficiaries with the dignity of 
choice, by letting them choose for themselves 
the essential food items they need, and to 
purchase them only when they need it.

As a result, this minimises food wastage and 
removes the health and safety risks towards social 
workers and volunteers, who would otherwise 
have to procure, pack and deliver food aid to the 
beneficiaries during this critical MCO period.
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Case Exhibit

Faridah

Faridah is a 38 year-old single mother living in 
SS19 Subang Jaya with five of her children. Ages 
ranging from 6 to 14, she has been taking care 
of her children by herself since the death of her 
husband. She has been working hard as a self-
employed tailor bringing home approximately 
RM1,200 a month to feed her family. With the 
MCO SOPs deeming tailoring non-essential, her 
income has been severely disrupted and she 
has been struggling to put food on the table. 
The RM200 cash voucher has helped to ease this 
burden albeit temporarily. 

Meena

Meena is an unemployed single mother who is 
taking care of her 22 year old Down Syndrome 
child and 82 year old mother. She had been 
diagnosed with breast cancer recently and had 
lost her job as a result. She has been surviving 
on welfare assistance from the Department 
of Social Welfare (JKM) for the time being as 
she continues her treatment for her illness. 
Cash strapped between medical bills and daily 
survival, the RM200 cash voucher provided her 
temporary relief.

Nora

Nora is a single parent with seven children under 
her care (6-18 year-olds), five of her own and two of 
her sibling’s. Having been divorced for several years, 
these children have been under her sole care without 
much assistance, as she works independently as 
a street food vendor bringing home about RM500 
monthly. She also receives welfare aid from JKM to 
sustain herself and the 7 children under her care. 
Being able to have the extra RM200 cash voucher 
during the MCO restrictions has helped to relieve 
some of her financial burden.   
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Name List

$

Pos
Laju

Vouchers received.

Subang Contactless 
Welfare Assistancee Process 

1. FUNDS

2. BENEFICIARIES
3. INTERVIEW

4. PACKAGE
5. DELIVERY

6. VERIFICATION

7. REPORT
AUDIT & 
DONORS’
 REPORT

Government allocation & 
donation

Government & accredited 
welfare organisations identify 
potential eligible beneficiaries

Conduct basic phone 
interview to verify personal 

information

Pack cash vouchers into 
individual parcels Deliver parcels through 

registered post 

Receive delivery status report

Produce report for audit

$
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Community Affairs

The number of community events has reduced due to the COVID-19 pandemic but we have seen an 
increase in legal disputes. Many of our constituents have sought our advice on various issues relating 
to immigration and legal problems. The ongoing lockdown has caused much hardship to the people, 
and our office is often their last bastion of hope. Most who approached us cannot afford legal services 
from lawyers but at the same time are not eligible for legal aid as well. Consequently, they are stuck 
as they do not know how to deal with their legal problems. 

Our legal advice usually guides them on how they should go about with their problems as well as 
connecting them to the relevant authorities or bodies that may be able to assist them. We have 
seen an increase in employment-related cases such as unfair dismissals during the pandemic and 
employees seeking unpaid wages. 

Press Conference with PIBG SJK (C) Yak Chee

Chinese New Year Celebration
Receipt of Token of Appreciation from IMC Special 
Needs Centre
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Chitrapournami Festival Gotong-royong Program at Pangsapuri Angsana

Reading Corner Launch Program at Pangsapuri Angsana Voucher Donation from IJM Corporation Berhad          

Essential Goods Distribution with MPP Zone 11

Friendly Bowling Match by MPP Zone 1 Pedestrian Walkway Launch at USJ 13/2 Playground

Farewell for DSP Tan Nam Seng



Site Visit to Tabika KEMAS          Meeting with MBSJ & Councillors    

214th/2021 National Police Day at IPD Subang Jaya

COVID-19 Vaccination          

‘Poon Choi’ Giveaway Ceremony in 
conjunction with MBSJ’s 2021 CNY  
Celebration          

Search & Destroy Dengue Program at 
USJ 11/4

Focus Group Discussion with MBSJ

Bandar Sunway Guan-Di Temple Press Conference           

Joint Program between KRT SS15/6 with 
Senior Citizen Club & JKM

Essential Goods Distribution with MPP Zone 11



Link: https://fb.watch/77M3EJMCyE/ Link: https://fb.watch/77M4xYAK8_/

Monday Night Chat

One of the difficulties we faced during this pandemic is that we had to halt the filming 
of our weekly Monday Night Chat (MNC) due to the imposition of the Movement Control 
Order (MCO). Due to this, we shifted to streaming MNC live on Facebook during the 
lockdown. To make things more interesting, we invited special guests to appear on MNC.  

Guest Appearance
To date, four guests have appeared on MNC, YB Nurul Izzah, Dr Lee Boon Chye, Dr Helmy Haja Mydin and 
YB William Leong. 

EPISODE 120EPISODE 113

EPISODE 122 EPISODE 123        

Title: Labour Market Trends - Gig Economy

Title: Better Responses to a Pandemic Title: Parliament in Times of Pandemic

Title: What to Know About COVID-19
Guest: YB Nurul Izzah 
              (P044 Permatang Pauh)

Guest: Dr.  Helmy Haja Mydin
              (Pulmonologist & CEO of SERI)

Guest: YB William Leong 
              (P097 Selayang)

Guest: YB Dr. Lee Boon Chye 
              (P071 Gopeng)

Link: https://fb.watch/77LrX5HttD/ Link: https://fb.watch/77M0NxfzXI/
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Officer’s  
Introduction

Bala Murugan Monogaran
I am flattered and privileged to be given an opportunity to become an officer in the P104 
Subang office. Having interned multiple times in a couple of years here, I acknowledge that 
this position comes with certain expectations and challenges that may differ from most 
conventional offices. Expectations to take initiatives, be proactive, and always ready for 
anything; and challenges to remain humble despite exposure, calm in the midst of chaos, and 
patient when facing bombardment. I hope my time as an officer would allow me to grow more 
in order to meet these expectations and overcome the challenges that this job may throw at me.
 
I am thankful to YB Wong Chen for this offer and hope to serve the constituency of P104 Subang, 
and by extension the people of Malaysia to the best of my ability. If it’s not enough, I’ll try harder.
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Interns’ Testimonials
Dhaartshini Senguttuvan

In my pursuit to further understand democratic institutions and 
principles in Malaysia, I joined the P104 office at a particularly 
eventful time. However, amidst political instability, the Parliament 
Budget Sitting, and an ongoing pandemic, YB Wong Chen and 
his officers ensured the internship programme they curated  
continued to mentor young individuals such as myself.

Not only was I privy to the Parliamentary proceedings, I was able 
to actively contribute to the research necessary in the preparation 
of Budget debates. Through the guidance of the P104 team, I felt 
confident in offering my services and venturing into new tasks - 
albeit the rapidly developing and varied nature of my internship. 
This meant I was able to participate in all aspects of policy-making 
whilst also serving the constituents of Subang - gaining a deeper 
understanding of the Malaysian welfare system.

I greatly enjoyed engaging with YB Wong Chen on a wide range of 
policy areas. I was able to develop my appreciation of economic 
considerations in  policy-making due to YB Wong Chen’s 
expertise in said area. This allowed me to contribute research 
in environmental policy and energy sector reform to the office. 
I am extremely grateful to YB Wong Chen and the P104 staff for 
affording me this fulfilling opportunity.

Daniel Tee Ern Min

My journey in the P104 office has been a fun and enlightening 
experience. It was always a dream to experience and understand the 
work-life of a politician, and this internship fulfilled my dream. Being 
an intern in the office was always a fun and rewarding experience 
due to a very friendly working environment and office culture. 

Throughout the internship, I’ve got real-life insights on policy-
making, the creation of legislation, as well as being able to help out 
in community welfare work. The biggest highlight of the internship 
was the opportunity to chat with YB Wong Chen himself, where 
we talked and discussed different policies and solutions to solve 
national issues. I was able to understand policy-making better as a 
whole and broaden my views towards Malaysian politics. 

The internship experience was a fantastic experience and a great 
learning journey for me. Thank you P104 family for letting me be a 
part of this internship experience. I would highly encourage anyone 
who wants to learn more about politics to not miss this amazing 
opportunity.
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Financial Statements

Balance Sheet

Income Statement (January - June 2021)

Asset                                                                                                                                       RM
Cash and bank balances                                                                                                                                         449,863

Liability
Loan from Wong Chen 59,368

Net Asset for the period  390,495

Balance of funds carried forward 408,370

Current year deficit (17,875)

Excess funds for the period 390,495 

Federal & State allocation 95,000
Donations 20,000
Interest 227

115,227

Less: Expenses
Federal & State allocation 50,958
Donation spendings 10,000
Salaries, allowances & bonuses 48,741
EPF, SOCSO & EIS 4,418
Rental of premise 10,000
Utilities 5,204
General expenses 3,780

133,102

Net deficit for the period    (17,875)

Notes:
1.  Balance of funds carried forward from 2020 suspended federal allocation.
2.  Allocations received for the following purposes:
          State: COVID-19 welfare assistance                           50,000
          Federal: COVID-19 immunisation                               20,000
          State: Community emergency                                    10,000
          State: Office expenses                                                    15,000
                                                                                                          95,000
          Out of which, RM48,800 has been spent for COVID-19 welfare assistance with RM2,158 spent on courier services.
3.       These donations were received from the public between March - June 2021.
          RM10,000 was spent in May 2021 on welfare assistance.
4.      Utilities includes electricity, water, telephone & internet, etc.
5.      General expenses includes office cleaning, office supplies, digital services etc. 

N1

N2
N3

N4
N5

N2

P104  Subang Statement of Accounts as at 30th June 2021
P104 Subang is committed to full transparency and disclosure of our accounts and finances.
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Allocation Spending as at 30th June 2021

Allocation Spending as at 30th June 2021

Donation Spending as at 30th June 2021

Federal Allocation
In January and May 2021, P104 Subang received a total 
of RM120,000 for community allocation from the federal 
government, of which RM100,000 was for associations 
and pledges and RM20,000 was for the National 
Covid-19 Immunisation Program. A total of RM57,400 
was allocated to 52 associations. 

State Allocation
In January 2021, P104 Subang received a total of 
RM383,332 for office and community allocation 
from the state government, of which RM50,000 was 
for office expenses and RM333,332 for community 
allocation (RM83,332 was balance of funds carried 
forward from 2020). A total of RM50,000 was 
allocated to 294 vulnerable families for Covid-19 
support and relief efforts and RM1,500 for general 
social welfare assistance. 

82.7%

13.4%

47.8%52.2%

50% 50%

Office Expenses

Social Welfare

Social Welfare

Cash & Bank Balance

Cash & 
Bank Balance

3.9%

Association & 
Pledges

Cash & 
Bank Balance

Allocation Spending

Donation

In January 2021, P104 Subang received a total of RM20,000 
for office and community allocation from two (2) private 
donors, of which RM10,000 was for office expenses and 
RM10,000 for community allocation. A total of RM10,000 
was allocated to 50 vulnerable families for Covid-19 
support and relief efforts. 
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News Articles
• 11 February - Are we to just sing praises of PM, ask opposition MPs | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 8 March - Stop party-hopping with new deal for MPs, says PKR man | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 17 March - Najib must get access to all 1MDB evidence, says PKR man | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 17 March - Forget non-interference in Myanmar crisis, Asean told | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 18 March - Malaysia’s getting hotter. Can its leaders rise to the climate challenge? | South China 

Morning Post (SCMP)
• 28 March - It’s a temporary ‘gig’ job, think long term, Wong Chen tells youths | Free Malaysia Today 

(FMT)
• 29 March - End the Grab ‘monopoly’, say PKR leaders | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 8 April - Envoy’s meet with Myanmar minister sends bad message, say MPs | Free Malaysia Today 

(FMT)
• 10 April  - Punish Myanmar’s junta with economic sanctions, Putrajaya told | Free Malaysia Today 

(FMT)
• 5 May - Lack of data despite 400,000 cases is ‘beyond stupidity’, says Wong Chen | Free Malaysia 

Today (FMT)
• 12 May - Regional lawmakers launch new alternative to Asean | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 1 June - Wong Chen: ‘Real democracy happens in parliamentary select committees’ | Malaysiakini
• 1 June - ‘Dedahkan kriteria untuk penamatan darurat’ | Malaysiakini
• 1 June - ‘Respect the rakyat, tell us what you’re doing’: Wong Chen urges emergency panel | 

Malaysiakini
• 2 June - Explain today’s 126 Covid-19 deaths, govt told | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 15 June - Why wait until September? Open Parliament now, say MPs | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)
• 28 June - Don’t wait, give out aid immediately, says MP | Free Malaysia Today (FMT)

Media  
Engagements

Radio Interviews
• 18 March - BFM: The Business Station- How To Push For Better Government Accountability 
• 31 March - BFM: The Business Station - Ending The Grab ‘Monopoly’ 
• 2 June - BFM: The Business Station - Pemerkasa+: What Would Pakatan Harapan Have Done 

Differently? 
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Constituency Services

Citizenship and Immigration Affairs:
• Support application for blue identity card and issue letter of enquiries 
• Follow up with Jabatan Pendaftaran Negara (JPN) and Immigration Department

Community Affairs:
• Support application for medical aid and welfare payments
• Apply for medical exemptions
• Connect with welfare and medical NGOs

Parliamentary Affairs:
• Raise various national issues on your behalf
• Represent Subang on policies and laws
• Update residents on all national issues

We serve all residents in the Parliamentary constituency of Subang 
which includes:

USJ 1 - 22; SS 12 - 19; PJS 7, 9, 11, Bandar Sunway; Kinrara Seksyen 1 - 7; Puchong Jaya Timur; Puchong 
Jaya Barat; Puchong Jaya Utara; Batu 12 & 13; Batu 7 Jalan Puchong; Bandar Kinrara Seksyen 1 - 5; 
Pusat Bandar Puchong; Bandar Puteri; Puchong Indah 1 - 2; Puchong Perdana 1 - 2; Puchong Intan 

KINRARA
 N.30

SUBANG JAYA
 N.31

Intern at P104 Subang! 
Apply at http://bit.ly/P104Subang-InternshipApplication
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